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Pocket Posh Logic 4 features a chicly styled cover, making it a smart, sophisticated accessory that

goes with anything. Packaged in a handy 4 x 6 size, this Pocket PoshÃ‚Â® Puzzle Book fits nicely

into a purse or tote. The Pocket Posh puzzle series is a great way for you to exercise your

mind--and look great while doing it! A free trial subscription to The Puzzle Society is included.Pocket

Posh Logic 4 contains 100 logical story puzzles to test your logical faculties.
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Ã¢â‚¬Æ’The Puzzle Society is the Web's premier source for challenging, professionally constructed

puzzles and games. Updated daily and boasting a gaming archive of more than 8,000 puzzles, The

Puzzle Society offers more than 70 nationally syndicated puzzles, including the Washington Post

Crossword, Los Angeles Times Crossword, Universal Crossword, Universal Jigsaw, and Daily

Jumble.

I've been a huge fan of logic puzzles for many years; I often purchase variety puzzle books & solve

the logic problems first. So finding logic-only puzzle books is a total win for me - and for book sellers

as I purchase these types of books regularly. ;)This is the second Pocket Posh Logic Book I've had

the pleasure of working through, and just like the first I tried, this book didn't let me down. :) The

puzzles are fun and addicting to solve, with varying difficulty levels based on the clues provided.



The scenarios are fun & modern too; not like some of the more silly puzzle scenarios out there that

may cause an eyeroll before solving. ;)The best part about these books is that they're mobile, but

not in the app sense. ;) I prefer solving these types of puzzles the old-fashioned way with paper and

pencil, so being able to tuck this book into my purse for doctors' appts or a bookbag for travel

makes these my preference for purchasing. Plus, because of the handy elastic band to keep the

book closed, you can add a pencil so you're ready to solve without having to hunt down a pen or

pencil first.I purchased a couple other Pocket Puzzle varieties that I can't wait to try, but I'm sure I

will enjoy them as well. I just had to complete the logic puzzles first as that is my MO. ;)I hope

Pocket Posh continues to produce these popular puzzle books - I want to collect them all! :)

Just got my first Pocket Posh logic puzzle book and I must say that I am impressed. I was expecting

this book to be cheaply made and something that might not last very long.I was wrong... the book

has a semi-hard cover with an intricate design (sealed glitter) and even has an elastic strap to hold it

closed. The pages are nicely formatted and easy to read. If you like logic puzzles and want a

compact yet fashionably designed book... go with the Posh Logic 4.The only complaint I have is the

design... I really wish they made a basic design that was not as flamboyant.But... it is Posh. ;)

I bring this book when I take the bus. I just get bored while waiting, but don't want to use my phone,

that's why I bought this book.The cover has glitter on it, which made me worried at first, but they are

sturdy and don't rub off so that makes me relieved! Nobody enjoys stray glitters...The content of this

book is great! The problems are challenging but very doable! Also, it has the step-by-step answers

in the back so if you are stuck, you can try to get a hint from there and finish the rest by yourself.

Beautiful little logic puzzle book. I was expecting a paperback that I could fold all the way open, but

this is a cardboard-back. The harder cover makes it more difficult to write in, but it's a quality book.

Size and sturdiness make it great for travel. Once I finish all the puzzles, I plan on re-using the front

and back cover for scrapbooking or card-making. I gave 4 starts instead of 5 because the cardboard

cover makes it harder to write in.

I bought this to stop mindlessly looking through instagram, facebook, etc. on my phone whenever

I'm waiting around or bored. It's the perfect size to carry around in my purse and I absolutely love all

of the puzzles:) It's well worth the money and keeps me off of my phone and my mind engaged!



A little disappointing because I thought it would contain a variety of logic puzzles but they are all the

same type of puzzle. It's great for someone who likes this type of logic puzzles

Love most of the puzzles, could do without the "quizzes" and wish the book was a little larger and

spiral bound!

This puzzle book has interesting puzzles that are fun to do. The size of the book is small so it is

easy to toss in my purse. The puzzles are challenging, but solvable.
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